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Wood Countertop and Butcher Block Specification Guide

Our philosophy is simple: To supply you with most exceptional customer service and the highest quality wood
surfaces available anywhere. Not only should the quality and beauty of our products exceed your expectations, but
the customer service you receive before, during and after your order should be of the absolute highest quality and
professionalism. We operate on four basic principles:
» Conduct business with honesty and integrity
» Produce the highest quality products possible
» Provide above average customer service and shortest lead times in the industry
» Manage the growth of the company to ensure quality and service are not compromised
Grothouse crafts what you want; there are no limitations! Options for wood surfaces include special shape details, drain
boards, integrated bowls, sink cutouts, and exclusive edge profiles.
You will receive your wood surface ready to use, with all options crafted into the top, edge profiles applied, and finished.
By doing this, Grothouse reduces your installation costs and improves the quality of the surface.
The quality of Grothouse wood surfaces is second to none by controlling all elements of production. Careful engineering
and construction of our pieces assures your surface will last a lifetime.
Grothouse wood surfaces are covered under a lifetime warranty and ship within 2-3 weeks.

About The Grothouse Lumber Company
At The Grothouse Lumber Company, our natural wood surfaces are designed to bring a lifetime of
enjoyment. Great care in the selection of materials and craftsmanship go into the manufacturing of
each and every surface. The rich appearance, distinctive grains, character marks, and color variations
are the purest expressions of nature. No two trees are alike; therefore no piece of wood fabricated
looks exactly like another – making your Grothouse wood surface a one-of-a-kind piece.
No other man-made material can duplicate the hardwood’s variety, natural integrity, and authenticity.
Wood is one of the only materials that can take hard wear and tear, be resurfaced or repaired without
any special tools or particular skill, and look better than new.
At Grothouse, customer service is more than just a catch phrase; it’s at the very core of our business
philosophy. We’re not only committed to producing the highest quality wood surfaces in the industry,
we’re obsessed with ensuring that each and every customer receives the personal attention they
deserve. No phone system traps, just real people with real answers – real service.
From our same-day quote response to our fast 2-3 week lead-time, every part of our business is
focused on making sure you experience the best possible service and receive the best possible
product.
This Specification Guide has been designed for you to help you through the great variety of wood
surfaces and options available at Grothouse.

Wood Species
We offer a large selection of woods in our stock to support your needs as a customer. All of the woods that we use are the finest
available in the market. For exotic woods, we deal with only the most reputable suppliers in the market. Grothouse offers more than
60 wood species, all of which are available within our standard 2-3 week lead time. All of the woods we use are suitable for the hard
wearing applications wood countertops and butcher blocks typically see. We support renewable harvesting and strongly believe in the
following slogan,

“Responsible harvesting and processing today, means trees for tomorrow”
Below are some of our most popular wood species. We have grouped them into three different price levels. If there is a specific
wood you would like to request that is not listed below, please ask us. We can obtain nearly any wood imaginable!

African Mahogany

American Beech

Color: Light pink-brown
to deep red-brown with
purple cast, creamy
white to yellow
Grain: Straight grain
usually interlocked
Janka Hardness: 860
Price Level: Moderate

Color: Light tan to light
brown
Grain: Straight
Janka Hardness: 1300
Price Level: Low

Ash
Color: White-tan to pale
yellow, light to medium
brown
Grain: Straight and open
grain
Janka Hardness: 1320
Price Level: Low

Birch
Color: Light yellow
sapwood, red-brown
heartwood with dark
growth rings
Grain: Close-grained,
straight, can be wavy or
curly.
Janka Hardness: 1260
Price Level: Moderate

American Cherry
Color: Deep red, light
red-brown, white-brown,
creamy-pink, can have
dark wavy streaks
Grain: Close and straight
Janka Hardness: 950
Price Level: Low

Birds Eye Maple
Color: Light tan to brown
Grain: Highly figured,
with small round swirls
that look like small “birds
eyes”
Janka Hardness: 1450
Price Level: High

Antique Heart Pine
Color: Yellow, Pumpkin
Grain: Straight,
sometimes swirls
Janka Hardness: 1225
Price Level: High

Bolivian Rosewood
Color: Red-brown, dark
brown
Grain: Very dense and
varied figure
Janka Hardness: 2400,
55 lbs/ft3
Price Level: High

Brazilian Cherry
Color: Orange-brown,
red-brown
Grain: Interlocked grain
Janka Hardness: 3290
Price Level: Moderate

Cocobolo
Color: Purple to yellow
with black markings
which turn to deep
orange-red
Grain: Straight grain,
sometimes interlocked. It
can be irregular and
variable.
Janka Hardness: 1136
Price Level: High

Bubinga
Color: Red-brown with
light red to purple veins
Grain: Straight or
interlocked
Janka Hardness: 1980
Price Level: Moderate

Douglas Fir
Color: Light red brown to
pale yellow, honey
Grain: Straight, linear
Janka Hardness: 660
Price Level: High

Burmese Teak

Butternut

Color: Dark goldenhoney color; turns to rich
brown with dark brown
markings. The sapwood
is white and pale yellow.
Grain: It is typically
straight grained, but can
be wavy at times.
Janka Hardness: 1155
Price Level: High

Color: Light to medium
tan and brown, red tint
Grain: Straight
Janka Hardness: 490
very low, dents easily
Price Level: Moderate

Eucalyptus Grandis

European Beech

Color: The heartwood is
pale pink to red-brown.
The sapwood is usually
paler than the
heartwood.
Grain: Straight grained,
slightly interlocked
Janka Hardness: 2228
Price Level: Moderate

Color: White to very pale
brown, can darken to a
pale pink-brown or a
deeper red-brown
Grain: Straight grain
Janka Hardness: 1300
Price Level: Moderate

Genuine Mahogany
Color: Light red-brown
Grain: Straight
Janka Hardness: 800
Price Level: High

Knotty Alder
Color: Pale yellow to red
brown
Grain: Straight grain
Janka Hardness: 590
Price Level: Low

Hard Maple
Color: Uniform pale redbrown or light tan, the
sapwood is white with a
red tinge
Grain: Very hard,
typically straight,
sometimes wavy or curly,
lightly grained
Janka Hardness: 1450
Price Level: Low

Lyptus
Color: Light pink-salmon
to deep red
Grain: Close grained
Janka Hardness: 2820
Price Level: Moderate

Hickory
Color: Light to medium
brown
Grain: Wavy or irregular
Janka Hardness: 1820
Price Level: Moderate

Padauk
Color: Red-orange,
bright red, coral-pink with
dark streaks, can darken
to be red or purple-brown
or black.
Grain: Can be straight
grained or interlocked
grain
Janka Hardness: 1725
Price Level: Moderate

Iroko
Color: The sapwood is
yellow-white. The heart
wood is golden-orange to
brown.
Grain: The grain is
moderately interlocked
Janka Hardness: 1260
Price Level: Moderate

Peruvian Walnut
Color: Deep chocolate
brown
Grain: Typically straight,
but can be irregular
Janka Hardness: 1080
Price Level: Moderate

Plantation Teak
Color: Golden-yellow
and brown with darker
markings, the sapwood
can be prevalent and is
light in color.
Grain: Plantation teak is
typically straight grained,
but can be wavy.
Janka Hardness: 1155
Price Level: High

Reclaimed Chestnut
Color: Honey, Light
Brown, Dark Brown
Grain: Mostly straight
Janka Hardness: 540
Price Level: High

Reclaimed Oak
Color: Light tan, light
brown, pale yellow-brown
to dark or pale brown
Grain: Straight
Janka Hardness: 1360
Price Level: High

Santos Mahogany

Sapele Mahogany

Sipo Mahogany

Color: Light orangebrown to dark red-purple
brown
Grain: Straight grain
Janka Hardness: 2200
Price Level: Moderate

Color: The heart wood
darkens to a red-brown
or purple-brown on
exposure. The sapwood
is white to pale yellow.
Grain: Moderately
interlocked and can be
wavy
Janka Hardness: 1510
Price Level: Moderate

Color: Light brown to
dark red brown
Grain: Interlocked and
irregular
Janka Hardness: 670
Price Level: Moderate

Red Oak
Color: Red-brown
Grain: Heavy, straight,
and open
Janka Hardness: 1290
Price Level: Moderate

Saxon Wood™
Color: Base color tones
ranging from yellow to
tan to brown, accented
with grey and black
striations resembling
Spalted Maple
Grain: Interlocked and
irregular
Price Level: High

Superior Grade Alder
Color: Pale pink-brown,
light brown
Grain: Moderately
straight
Janka Hardness: 590
Price Level: Moderate

White Oak
Color: Light tan, light
brown, pale yellow-brown
to dark or pale brown
Grain: Straight and open
Janka Hardness: 1360
Price Level: Moderate

Tigerwood
Color: Orange-tan, deep
red-brown, black streaks
Grain: Straight and
smooth
Janka Hardness: 2160
Price Level: Moderate

Zebrawood
Color: Pale yellowbrown, golden yellow,
pale brown, with narrow
darker brown streaks
Grain: Wavy or
interlocked
Janka Hardness: 1575
Price Level: High

Walnut
Color: The heartwood is
light brown, dark
chocolate, or black. The
sapwood is white and
yellow-brown.
Grain: Straight grained
Janka Hardness: 1010
Price Level: Moderate

Wenge
Color: Pale yellow to
dark brown with black
veins
Grain: Fairly straight
Janka Hardness: 1630
Price Level: High

Wood Choices and Patterns
Grothouse wood surfaces can be constructed in a great deal of woods and patterns. Many surfaces are made in single woods, and
many surfaces are made as patterns containing two or more woods. Patterns allow the designer flexibility. Grothouse can produce
various patterns such as checkerboards, borders, stripes, and even inset pictures or logos. These patterns can be done in any wood.
Below are pictures of the various patterns available at Grothouse.

Random Mix of Wenge, Zebrawood,
and Mahogany

Random Mix of Wenge, Zebrawood,
and Walnut

Random Mix of Ash, Sapele
Mahogany, and Walnut

Checkerboard Pattern of Walnut and
Cherry

Checkerboard Pattern of Brazilian
Cherry and Maple

Checkerboard Pattern of Wenge and
Cherry

Random Mix Maple with a Walnut
Border

Checkerboard Pattern of Cherry and
Wenge with a Walnut Border

Cherry with a Wenge Stripe and a
Brazilian Cherry Border

Striped Pattern of Maple and Cherry

Cherry with Walnut Stripe in
Checkerboard Pattern

Random Mix Maple with Wenge
Stripes

End Grain Butcher Block
End grain construction (shown at right) is the premium construction style and our
recommended surface for direct food preparation. In end grain construction,
small wood pieces stand vertically to show only the ends of the wood.
This style of butcher block is significantly harder to manufacture than other
construction styles because it requires a level of skill and craftsmanship not found
with most commercial suppliers. The pieces are generally random sized,
although sizes will vary depending on the species and sizes of wood available at
the time of manufacturing. Grothouse can assemble a variety of patterns such as
borders, checkerboards, or stripes.
End grain is the construction style of choice for upscale applications. This is the preferred chopping surface by chefs, as this
construction style is the kindest to knives and keeps them sharp.
In addition, butcher block tend to be self-healing and most knife marks disappear after cleaning. After years of use, the butcher block
can be sanded and re-oiled to look like new again.
Grothouse supplies butcher block surfaces finished with The Original Oil™. The oil is non-toxic and hypoallergenic unlike Tung Oil
finishes that can affect people with nut allergies. This oil finish is preferred by clients desiring a “green” finish. End Grain Butcher Block
Countertops cannot be finished with Durata® Permanent Finish and cannot include a stain application.
Butcher Blocks must be a minimum of 2-1/2″ thick to be covered under our lifetime warranty. Butcher blocks ship in 2 to 3 weeks and
arrive with a lifetime warranty. Pictured below are examples of the various Butcher Block Countertops available at Grothouse.

Flat Grain (Wide Plank)
In a flat grain top the wood pieces are premium-clear wide plank flat sawn boards.
The pieces are generally wider in size (see image at right). Widths will vary
depending on the species and sizes of wood available at the time of
manufacturing and will be random sized unless otherwise specified. Table tops,
desks tops, bar tops and select countertops are frequently manufactured using
this method. These tops are generally preferred for a fine furniture aesthetic
surface.
Grothouse supplies Flat Grain wood surfaces finished with The Original Oil™.
The Original Oil™ finish requires ongoing maintenance. It is the best finish for keeping wood surfaces properly moisturized.
Grothouse also supplies Flat Grain wood surfaces finished with our Durata® Permanent Waterproof Finish. This finish is maintenance
free, food safe, waterproof, durable, and impervious to most household chemicals. Durata® finish is a proprietary finish exclusively
available on Grothouse wood surfaces. It is available in Satin, Matte or Semi-Gloss sheen.
Flat Grain wood surfaces must be a minimum of 1-3/4" thick to be covered under our lifetime warranty. Flat Grain wood surfaces ship
in 2 to 3 weeks and arrive with a lifetime warranty. Pictured below are examples of the various Flat Grain wood surfaces available at
Grothouse.

Edge Grain
In an edge grain top, the wood pieces are laid out with long strips running lengthwise along the top (shown in the diagram below). All
strips will be continuous with no joints, unless the length of the top is excessive. In such instances we will discuss this on a case-bycase basis with you.
The pieces are generally 1-1/2″ to 1-3/4″ wide, although widths will vary
depending on the species and sizes of wood available at the time of
manufacturing. This style of top is very stable and makes a great
surface for counters.
Grothouse supplies Edge Grain wood surfaces finished with The
Original Oil™. The Original Oil™ finish requires ongoing maintenance.
It is the best finish for keeping wood surfaces properly moisturized.
Grothouse also supplies Edge Grain wood surfaces finished with our Durata® Permanent Waterproof Finish. This finish is
maintenance free, food safe, waterproof, durable, and impervious to most household chemicals. Durata® finish is a proprietary finish
exclusively available on Grothouse wood surfaces. It is available in Satin, Matte or Semi-Gloss sheen.
These tops are available in thicknesses of 1-1/2″ up to 8″ or greater to be covered under our lifetime warranty. Heavier thicknesses
are available but unusual. Edge Grain wood surfaces ship in 2 to 3 weeks and arrive with a lifetime warranty. Pictured below are
examples of the various Edge Grain wood surfaces available at Grothouse.

Edge Profiles

Grothouse offers over 40 stock edge profiles. Edge profiles give wood surfaces an extra air of refinement, a finishing touch. Each
profile is crafted to the client’s specifications. The edges are carved and hand finished to our unrivaled standards.
When deciding on an edge profile, please be sure to consider the top and bottom horizontal edges, as well as the vertical corners.
The photo below shows how to indicate the top horizontal edge, bottom horizontal edge, and vertical corners of your countertop.

Grothouse can also create custom profiles for the client if desired. Creative clients often have the edge profile applied upside down
for a unique look. On the next page you will find a diagram of the edge profiles available. If you have a particular edge profile that
you are trying to match or design, please contact us and we will take care of your needs.

Shapes and Sizes
This section can be best summed up by the phrase, “NO Limitations!” Since 1994, we have yet to find a shape or size that we
cannot manufacture. Because Grothouse crafts custom wood surfaces, we do not stock sizes; irregularity applications are our
specialty. We suggest that you specify the size and shape that best fits your application.
When we say “NO Limitations” we mean NO limitations! Grothouse offers a variety of custom options for your wood surface. These
options include sink and stove cutouts, juice grooves, arcs, curves, drain boards, inlayed trivets, expanded corners, and drink rails.
Grothouse also offers distressing and hand planing options for your wood surface.
This Walnut and Maple Checkerboard Butcher Block design pictured to the
left was a challenge; we call it “square peg, round hole”. It was complicated
to create a square checkerboard center with a round border, especially
considering the 9" thickness required.
From the simplest of designs, to the most complex designs, Grothouse has
your back to ensure the wood surface you desire will be made to last a
lifetime. Grothouse ensures that the thickness of the surface allows it to
remain stable in its installed environment.
Our recommendations allow for an unsupported overhang of 14 inches. If a
greater unsupported overhang is required, we will provide further assistance
in the specifications of installation.
Simple shapes and simple sizes can be quoted verbally via telephone with Customer Service. For more complex shapes and sizes,
we request a dimensioned layout drawing or CAD drawing in DXF format. This can be faxed or emailed to glumber@glumber.com.
When submitting drawings please remember to include specifications for sinks, faucets, stoves, and other cutouts. We will supply
your top with those cutouts pre-done, to reduce your installation costs and assure that the top is cleanly cutout. We will need
detailed drawings and/or templates of these items to properly cut these holes. For under mount style sinks, we will specially seal the
openings to prevent the surface from absorbing large amounts of water around the opening.
Also, in surfaces exceeding 1 ¾” in thickness we will relieve the underside of faucets and soap dispensers to assure that they install
properly. Most commercially available plumbing is designed for surfaces that are 1 ¾” thick or less.
Final dimensions of opening are not required for quoting or placement of orders, but will be required at least one week prior to
shipment.

Finishes
The Grothouse Lumber Company offers two distinct finishes on our wood tops: The Original Oil™ finish and our Durata® permanent
finish. The Original Oil™ finish is ideal for applications where the top will be used for direct food preparation such as cutting or
chopping. The Durata® finish — which is only available on tops manufactured by the Grothouse Lumber Company — is a nomaintenance finish ideal for use around water or applications that do not involve cutting or chopping.

The Original Oil™ Finish
The Original Oil™ Finish is the best product for keeping butcher blocks and wood
countertops properly maintained. The Original Oil™ is a heavy weight pure mineral
oil. It is used for lasting protection on wood surfaces, including protection against
water. It is primarily used on surfaces used for food preparation. It can be used on
cutting boards, salad bowls, soapstone, and wood utensils. The Original Oil™ is
available for purchase online at www.store.glumber.com.
When a surface is finished with The Original Oil™, it can be re-sanded to look like
new if a dent occurs in the surface. The Original Oil™ Finish is completely food safe
and hypoallergenic. Another advantage to using this finish is that it is fragrance free
and color free.
This finish needs to be renewed on a regular basis depending on the environment
and amount of use. Maintaining the Original Oil™ finish is very important to the long
term life of the wood surface, as well as keeping the surface protected from water.
This is the finish you will find on most commercially available butcher blocks. This
finish may give the appearance that the top is still wet on delivery, but the top is ready
to use.

Durata® Permanent Finish

Durata® Permanent Finish is our recommended finish for non-chopping applications and low maintenance applications. Durata® finish
is a maintenance free finish. It is significantly harder than Tung Oil Urethanes, and creates a scratch resistant and waterproof surface.
It is also highly chemically resistant. Even lacquer thinner does not affect the cured surface. Water left on the surface simply dries with
no water rings, red wine, vinegar, alcohol, soaps and coffee will not affect the finish.
You cannot chop directly on a wood countertop finished with Durata® as the knife will break the finish and eliminate the protective
properties in the process, use a cutting board. The physical properties of this finish make it perfect for use in residential and commercial
kitchens, bars and bathrooms.
Durata® finish is sold applied to Grothouse wood surfaces and is not available for onsite application. This finish is FDA approved for
indirect exposure, for example kneading dough. Durata® finish is a proprietary finish exclusively available on Grothouse Lumber wood
surfaces, and is available in Satin, Matte or Semi-Gloss sheen.

About Pricing and Quotes
At Grothouse, pricing is based on many factors including size, wood specie, construction style, and any other options you have
chosen. The best method for acquiring pricing is to go to our website, www.glumber.com, and scroll to the bottom of any page.
There you will find an orange button that says “Request a Quote” (see image below).

REQUEST A QUOTE
The second best method for acquiring pricing is to give us a call or fax a dimensioned drawing with any defined features you desire.
We will discuss any changes or loose questions and even fax back a quote. No matter the method you use, we strive to process any
quotes received on that business day until 3 p.m. Eastern Standard Time. If we do not receive your request within that time period,
we will get back to you within 24 hours of receiving it.

Order Placement
Once you are ready to place an order, follow these guidelines for the best possible service:
1)

Secure the original quote you received from The Grothouse Lumber Company. Our faxed quotes, and quotes generated
through our dealer on-line pricing are retained internally based on client name and quote date. Our emailed quotes are
retained by email address and date.

2)

Call us to place the order verbally at 610-767-6515, email us at glumber@glumber.com, or fax the quote to 610-767-0982
along with a copy of our order placement form, and any drawings necessary for the production of your piece. For pieces
requiring a high level of detail please provide separate dimensional drawings. We also accept electronic drawings in PDF,
DXF and CAD formats

3)

A 50% deposit is required to begin production. We accept company checks, personal checks, cash and credit cards. We
accept all types of credit cards EXCEPT the Discover Credit Card. Credit card information can be supplied on the order
placement form.

4)

If you desire to use a company check and wish the item to be produced quickly, fax a copy of the check to us and mail the
check the same day.
Check payments should be mailed to:
The Grothouse Lumber Company
6104 Buckery Road
Germansville, PA 18053
We can accept a combination of credit card and check if desired.

5)

You will receive an order confirmation from us via email or fax (based on your preference). Please review and confirm it is
accurate. Sign the confirmation and fax it to 610-767-0982, or respond to the email that the order as written is accurate.

6)

Mail any templates for sinks, custom made sinks or templates for countertops to:
The Grothouse Lumber Company
6104 Buckery Road
Germansville, PA 18053

We will begin production of the piece when all elements required are received. The item will be ready to ship in two to three weeks.
We require the balance of payment prior to shipping the piece. It is best to prearrange the payment of the balance of the payment to
avoid shipping delays.

About Installation
Grothouse wood surfaces are easily installed by either a basic carpenter or handy homeowner. One of the reasons we offer the
option of proper sizing and all cutouts is to ease the installation process.
Wood countertop surfaces that fit against very irregular walls or off square corners will need to be ascribed to fit. A competent
carpenter will have to do this. It can be avoided with accurate measurements and templating. For final installation of your wood
surface, the job should be professionally measured or template for tight fit applications.
Grothouse offers measuring and/or templating services for you in PA, CT, MA, RI, DC, MD, NJ and NY with our own in-house
professionals.
Seasonal changes will cause wood surfaces to shrink in the winter and expand in the summer. Larger surfaces may expand or
contract as much as 3/8 inches. The bigger the surface, the bigger the expansion. These changes must be taken into consideration
during design and installation. A Flat Grain (aka Wide Plank) or Edge Grain wood surface will flex in width only. An End Grain
Butcher Block will flex in both width and length. This is a complex issue and often not taken into account by other butcher block
companies. If ignored, it can lead to long term failure or cracking of the wood surface or cabinets. Grothouse Installation Instructions
cover mounting the tops properly in detail to allow for this expansion.

When installing wood countertop surfaces a hole 3/8 inches larger in diameter than the screw should be drilled in the cabinets or
mounting brackets to allow for expansion. Install screws with large washers to allow the top to move on the screws. Do not screw
the top down without the ability to move. This will cause cracking, splitting, and failure outside warranty.
All appliances, including under counter appliances, should be sealed. This includes any dishwasher, oven, warming drawer, or
fridge compartment. You can seal them with a sheet metal cover to keep heat and steam away from the wood surface.
Grothouse offers installation in PA, CT, MA, RI, DC, MD, VA, NJ, or NY with our own in-house professionals.
Detailed installation instructions are included with every job. If you do not understand these instructions or need additional
assistance, PLEASE CONTACT US. We will do everything we can to help.

About Shipping
Grothouse wood surfaces are carefully packed and shipped to your location – anywhere in the world. We have excellent working
relationships with various shipping lines that can deliver your tops to our desired location.
We also offer blanket delivery service to the Northeast and Mid-Atlantic States. We are flexible and welcome you to use your own
shipping line if desired. As with all of our services, our primary goal is to put our customers’ needs first – including shipping.
All Grothouse wood surfaces are shipped fully insured in case of the slight chance of damage in shipment. Grothouse will handle all
shipping claims and will replace your top as quickly as possible if any such damage does occur. The only exception to this rule is if
you choose to use your own shipping line.
Grothouse offers installation services in PA, CT, MA, RI, DC, MD, VA, NJ, and NY with our own in-house professionals. If we install
the top for you we will transport it to the site and deliver it into the house as part of the installation.

